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COUNTABLE PRODUCT OF

FUNCTION SPACES HAVING

o-FRECHET-URYSOHN LIKE PROPERTIES

By

Angel Tamariz-Mascarua

Abstract. We exhibit in this article some classes of spaces for

which properties y and yp are countable additive, and we prove that

for some type of spaces and ultrafiltersp e co*,y is equivalent to yp.

We obtain: (1) If {Xn}n<(0 is a sequence of metrizable locally

compact spaces with yp(pe(O*), then Yln<aCn(Xn) is a FU(p)-

space; (2) Cn(X) is a Frechet-Urysohn (resp., FU(p)) space iff

CK{F(X)) has the same property, where F(X) is the free topological

group generated by X; (3) For a locally compact metrizable and non

countable space X, CK(X) is a Frechet-Urysohn (resp., FU{p))

space iff Cn(LK(X)) is Frechet-Urysohn (resp., FU(p)), where

LK(X) is the dual space of CK{X); (4) For every Cech-complete

space X and every pecv* for which R does not have yp, CX{X) is

Frechet-Urysohn iff CK{X) is a FU(p)-space. Also we give some

results concerning F-points in (Q* related with /?-Frechet-Urysohn

orooertv and toooloeical function soaces.

0. Introduction

In [GN], [G], [Me], [Py], the authors studied the properties needed in a

space X in order to have the Frechet-Urysohn property in the space Cn{X) of

continuous functions from X to the real line R considered with the pointwise

convergence topology. They gave conditions in X in terms of cover properties. In

FMcN.l the next general result was nrovedr
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THEOREM 0.1. Let X be a space and let si-be a hereditarily closed, compact

network. Then the following are equivalent

(a) Cd{X) is a Frechet-Urysohn space;

(b) X satisfiesproperty s&y.

In [GT,] and [GT2] the authors considered the more general concepts of

WFU(M)-spaces and SFU(M)-spaces where M czco* .They proved:

THEOREM 0.2. ([GT2]) Let X be a space and let 0#Mcffl*. The following

statementsare equivalent

(a) Cn(X) is a§FU(M)-space (resp.,WFU(M)-space);

(b) X has property SyM (resp., WyM).

It is also noted in these articles(see for example [GT2,3.2.3]) that Frechet-

Urysohn, WFU(M) and SFU(M) properties with 0#Mcfi)* are not finite

multiplicative,even in C^-spaces.

On the other hand, in the generalization of the Frechet-Urysohn property in

terms of ultrafilters,in particular the concepts of /?-Frechet-Urysohn property,

arises a rich variety of properties that could be very differentfrom the original as

we can appreciate in the following two theorems.

THEOREM 0.3. ([GN]) (a) If Cn{X) is a Frechet-Urysohn space, then X is

zero-dimensional.

(b) ([GN]) // CK{A) is Frechet-Urysohn where AaR, then A is of strong

measure zero.

These resultsare in contrast to the following theorem.

THEOREM 0.4. ([GT,]) // X" is Lindeloffor every n<0) and w(X) < T, then

there is p £(O* such that C AX) is an F＼J(p)-space.

In particular, CK(R) is an FU(/?)-space for some pGCD* and is far from being

a Frechet-Urysohn space.

In this articlewe will analyze when the Frechet-Urysohn like properties are

countable productive in function spaces CA%{X,Y) (Sections 4, 5 and 6). In

particular, as a main result, we prove that Cn(X) is an FU(/?)-space iff

Tin<(0CK(Xn) has the same property, obtaining some interesting Corollaries. On the

other hand, we will find some class (£of ultrafilterspG(O* for which the FU(p)

property is very similar to that of Frechet-Urysohn. Besides, we will show that
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for a C ech -complete space X and pei£, " Cn(X) is Frechet-Urysohn" is

equivalent to " Ca(X) is an FU(/?)-space" (Section 7). In Section 3 we will study

some generalizations of Telgarsky's games defined in [Te]. Also we will obtain

some generalizations of Theorems proved in [GT,],[GT2] and [McN,] (Section 2

and Theorems 5.10, 6.5 and 8.6).In the last section we determine some conditions

for which a space X has a compactification kX with a Frechet-Urysohn like

function space. We are going to consider all these problems in the general frame

of spaces C^^iX, Y) where si is a closed network of X and °Uis a compatible

uniformitv of the soace Y.

1. Preliminaries

The letters X, F, Z,--- will denote Tychonoff spaces. The set of natural

numbers and its Stone- Cech compactification will be denoted by CO and (3(0

respectively, and c* = fico ＼a) is the collection of the non-principal ultrafilters on

(0. If /: co ―> f3(Q, then /: (5(0 ―> fico will denote the Stone extension of/. If X is

a space and x e X, N(x) will be the set of neighborhoods of x in X. JC(X) or

simply % is the set of compact subsets of X and 9(X) or 8F will denote the set

of finite subsets of X, and, as usual, 2P(X) is the collection of subsets of X. For a

collection %={XX :Xe A} of spaces, IIAgA Xa will be the free topological sum of

spaces in %.

The Rudin-Keisler (pre)-order in (o* is defined as follows: for

p,qeco*, p<RKq if there is f:(O―＼Q) such that f:(q)―>p. If p<RKq and

q<RKp, then we say that p and g are RK-equivalent (in symbols, p―RKq). It is

not difficult to verify that p―RKq iff there is a permutation (7 of (0 such that

<y(q) = p. The ?j/?e of peco* is the set 7X/?) of all RK-equivalent ultrafilters of

p. Observe that the Rudin-Keisler pre-order in at* is an order in {T(p):pea)*}.

A collection sd of closed subsets of a space X is a network if for every xe X

and every V e >f(jt) there is A e ,s4such that igAcV.

If X and F are two spaces, C(X,Y) is the collection of continuous functions

from X to Y, and for AaX and BczY we set [A, fi]= {/ e C(X, F): /(A) cz 5}.

When si.is a network we can consider the topology T^ in C(X,Y) generated by

(p = {[A,B]:Aes& and BczY is open } as a sub-base. The pair (C(X,F),t^) is

denoted by C^ (X, Y), t9 is the pointwise convergence topology and C(X, F) with

this topology is denoted by CX(X,Y). When s&=%(X), then we obtain the

compact-open topology in C(X,Y) and we write CK(X,Y). If si is a compact

network (every Aesi is compact) on X, then C^(X,F) is a Tychonoff space.

Observe also that for every network si on X, T . = T^ where 2S is the family of
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finite unions of elements of si; this is why we will identify each network and the

collection of finite unions of its elements with the same symbol without explicit

mention.

When we consider a compatible uniformity °U in Y and si is a network on

X, we can define a uniformity °lf,in C(X,Y) as follows: for each U e0!!. and each

Aesi we put U(A) = {(f,g)eC(X,Y)xC(X,Y):(f(x),g(x))eU for every xeA}.

We will denote by C^^iX,Y) the space of continuous functions from X to Y

endowed with the topology T.q. generated by the uniformity °lt=

{U(A):Ue%a£s&}. For f eC(X,Y),Ue°H and Aed, U(A)(f) = {geC(X,Y)

(g(x),f(x)eU for ail xeA] is a canonical neighborhood of/ in t^. If Xesi

we simply write Q(X,7) instead of CM(X,Y). By (y,°lt)we will mean that Y

is a space and °Uis a compatible uniformity on Y.

For every network si we have that xn a Td , and if si is a compact network

on X and °ltis a compatible uniformity of Y, then TM cTiI|(. If,in addition, si is

hereditarily closed (every closed subset of an element of si belongs to si), then

The notion of a/?-limit of a sequence in a space X for pea)* was introduced

by Bernstein in [B]: For a sequence (*n),I<ft)in X, the point leX is a p-limit of

(xn)n<0)(in symbols, jt= /?-limjtn)if for each VeN(x), {n<(o:xneV}ep. This

definition suggests the following genealizations of the concepts of Frechet-

Urysohn property.

Definition 1.1. Let 0 * M c of and let X be a space.

(1) (Kocinac [Ko]) X is a WF＼J(M)-space if for every AcX and xeclA,

thereare pe M and a sequence (*(I)n<a)in A such thatx = p-lim xn.

(2) (Kocinac [Ko]) X is a SFU(M)-s/?ace if for AaX and xecl A, thereis

a sequence (xn)n<(0in A such that x = p-limjch forevery peM.

Observe that,for pG ≪*,WFU({/?})-space = SFU({/?})-space;in thiscase,

we simply say FU(/?)-space (this concept was discovered by Comfort and

Savchenko independently).We remark thatfor a space X we have: (a) X has

countable tightnessif and only if X is a WFU(<3)*)-space; and (b) X is a

SFU(fit)*)-spaceif and only if X is Frechet-Urysohn.

Definition 1.2. A space Y is a strictly Frechet-Urysohn space if for every

sequence (Fn)n<0) of subsets of Y and every jef|,,<ft)c＼YFn,there exists yn e Fn for

each n<(0, such that y = lim y .
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2. p-Frecfaet-Urysofan property In C^^-spaces

We say that a collection ^cS^X) is an si-cover of X with ^c^(X) if for

every Aesl there is Ge^ such that A cG. If si is the set of finitesubsets of

V t/ f̂lf>̂o11*a<ôff-*/*!*-≫>--≫≫i^a-≪

Definition 2.1. Let si and SS be two networks on X and 0^ Meft)*.

(1) A space X satisfiesproperty (si,28)- WyM if for every open si-cover <S

of X there is a sequence (G,,)M<a)in <$ and there is /?eM such that

X = <M-limpGn

where thislastexpression means that for each Be% {n<co:B<zGJep.

(2) A space X satisfiesproperty (si,^)-SyM if for every open si -cover ^

of X there is a sequence (Gn)n<(0in ^ such that

x = <3h-＼＼mpGn

for every pe M.

(3) A space X satisfiesproperty .(si,(M)-y if X satisfies(si,<3h)-Sy
* or

equivalently, if for every open si-co＼zr % there is a sequence (Gn)n<(0in <S such

that X = 28-limGn thatis, every fieSS belongs to G,, for every n bigger than a

natural number.

(4) A space X satisfiesproperty (s£,<3b)-£if for every open ^4-cover ^ of

X we can find a countable 2$-subcover of CS.

(5) For a space X and a network ^4 on X, the least cardinal (X for which

every open si -cover of X has an ^4-subcover of cardinality (X is denoted by

siL(X). We say that a space X is si-Undelof'if ^L(X) =K0.

(6) For a cardinal number 3{ and a network 6# on a space X we will say that

X is %- si -bounded if X is infinite and every subset of X of cardinality <% is

contained in some element of si. A space X is %-bounded if X is %-si-

bounded.

(7) Let si be a network on X. We say that X is si-hemicompact if there is a

countable collection si' of si which is an si -cover. A space X is hemicompaci

ifXis ^{-hemicompact.

If d=<3& we only write s&SyM, siy, sie etc. and when i4=2S is 9 or %

we simply write SyM, WyM, y, e, and kSyM, kWyM, ky, ke respectively. If

M = {p} for some /?£(≪, then (si,(M)-yp will be the equivalent properties

(si,0i)-Sy{p] and (si,'M)-Wy{p]. Observe that every ^-hemicompact space
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The following summarizes some basic relations between the properties listed

in Definition 2.1.(The proof of (4) and (6) below are similar to those given for

Theorem 1.5 and Lemma 2.2 in [GT,] respectively; see also 2.3.3. (5) is a

consequence of (4)).

THEOREM 2.2. Let si,%% and 2) be networks on X and let 0*M,N^co*.

Then,

(1) For peM:(si,%)-y^(si,<^)-SyM^(si,^)-yi,^(d,^)-WyM

=>(s£,9&)-£.

(2) If si is compact then, (si,g&)-£=> X has £.

(3) // si refines % and 2) refines 2£:

(si,&)-/=> (< ,2))-y; (s&,R)-SyM=$ (^,Q))-SrM; (si,m)-WyM^ (%<&)-

WyM, and (si,^)-e =>(< ,2))-£.

(4) Le? p,qeco with p<RKq, let f:(0->(0 be such that f(q) = p, and

suppose that X = '3h-limp Gn. Then, X-^>-＼＼mqFm where Fm=Gf{n).

(5) If for every peM there is qeN such that p<RK q, then

(si,R>)-WyM =>(s&,R)-WyN.

(6) Let p<EQ)* and let X be a space with s&£.Then, X has (#£,&)-/ iff for

every countable open ,s4-cover {Bn :n<0)} of X there is qeco such that q<RKp

and X = ^-lim9Bn.

Remarks and Notations 2.3. (1) Observe thatif % and 2) are networks on

X and Z respectively, FczX and f:X-*Y is a continuous function from X onto

F, then %f = {C(]F:Cg%}, f(c )= {cl f(C):Ce%}, ^"^{C, x-xQ :C(.e% and

n<w} and c x2) = {CxD:C£c and De2)} are networks on F, Y, X" and

XxZ respectively.

(2) If si is a network and X = $i-limpGn for some sequence (Gn)n<(0 of

subsets of X, then X = ＼JneBGn for each Be p .In fact,for every xeX there is an

A e si containing x. Then, x e Gj for every j e B{＼n < cq: A a Gn}.

(3) If X has siyp and ^ = {Gn :n<co} is an open si-cover of X, then there is

q<RKp such that X = si-lim^G/I : In fact,there is a sequence (Gn)j<a) in <S such

that X = si-lirripG,,..Define f:co-^Q) by f(j) = n} for each j<ft), and take

9 = Z(P).

(4) Every second countable space X satisfiessie for every compact network

si onX.

(5) In that which follows d- will denote one of the elements in the set of
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properties {SyM :0* Mcz(0*}{J{WyM : 0* M cz(O*}{J{e}.In particular ■& may be

the property y.

THEOREM 2.4. Let si and S& be two networks on X and suppose that X

satisfies(,s4,9&)-#. Then,

(1) FczXhas (s&FMF)-$ if F is closed.

(2) // F = V)n<(0Fn(zX where F. is closed for every i<co, {Fn＼n<(0＼ is a

BF-cover and si refines '3b,then F has (s&
F
,*3&

F)
- &.

(3) Y has (/(si),/(28))-# if f:X^Y a continuous function from X onto Y

and, either 2S is compact or Y is normal or f is closed.

(4) Xj has (s$.J,<M')- fi for every i <a> if si is a compact network on X.

Proof. We will only prove the assertions in 2, 3 (assuming that Y is normal)

and 4 when # = SyM(0 * M c of), the rest of the proofs are analogous.

(2) We may suppose that F{ cz F2 <z---- If ^ is an open 64f -cover of F, then

^ is an open s&F -cover of Fn for every n<(0. Because of (1), for each n<co

there is a countable (MFi -subcover ^H of ^. Since {Fn＼n<(o} is a 2SF-cover,

U
jKw^n

is a countable SSf-subcover of CS. That means that F has (64f ,2SF)-£,

and hence we can suppose, without loss of generality, that <S is countable:

(§= {Gn:n<Q)}. The collection °li= {£/,= Gn＼J(X ＼Fn): n < co] is an open 64 -

cover of X, so there is a sequence (Un)j<(0 in °U such that X = 2S-lim/; £/,.for all

peM. Therefore, again using the fact that the set of Fn's is a S6f -cover, we

obtain that F = (3hF -lim^ G,, for every peM.

(3) Let ^ be an open /(64)-cover of Y. For each Aes&, there exists GAec§

such that cl/(A)cG/4. Since Y is normal. We can find for each A e 64 an open

subset //A of Y satisfying cl f(A) czHAcc＼HA(zGA. The collection

%£= {HA:Aed} is an open /(64)-cover of Y. Thus, &={f~＼H):HeW} is an

open 64-cover of X. So, there exists a sequence (A(.),eAfin 64 for which

X = R-＼imp f~l(HAi) for every pe M . Therefore, r = /(28)-lim/, GA for every

(4) Let ^ be an open 647-cover of Xy. For each Ags& there is a Ge^ such

that yl-'cG. Since A is compact, there is an open subset UA for which

Aj <z(UA)j ^G. The family ^' = {(UA)j : A &s&} is an open dJ -cover of Xj that

refines ^ (we are assuming that 64 is closed under finite unions). Since X has

(3i,S6)-SyM, there is a sequence (AH)/1<a) in 64 such that X = (3b-＼＼mpUA for

everv neM. Since 2^ is closed under finite unions we obtain that

Xj=Rj-＼im(UA )'. il
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For a network si on X, a compatible uniformity °liin Y, a sequence (fn)n<0)

in C(X,y), a function /eC(X,F) and apGfi)* the symbols: (^,olt)-limp/n = /,

(^,%)-lim/n=/, si-hmpfa=f and ai-lim/B=/ mean that (fjn<w p-

converge (resp., converge) in C^M(X,Y) (resp., C^(X,F)).

The least cardinality of a base for a uniformity °Uis called the weight of °li

and is denoted by w(°U)･

In the next result we obtain some relations between the tightness of

C9j(iu(X,y) and C^(X, F) and the 5^-Lindelof degree of X. Its proof can be

achieved by using similarideas to those developed in the proof of Theorem 4.7.1

in [McN,].

THEOREM 2.5. Let si be a network in a space X, and let °libe a compatible

uniformity in a space Y. Then,

(1) s&L(X)< min{?(Q (X,Y)), t(C^ (X,Y))} if d is compact and Y contains

a non trivialpath;

(2) t{C!A%(X,Y))<dL{X)-w{%-

(3) r(Q (X,F))<^L(X)- min{ge(y,F):yey} if C^(X,Y) is homogeneous

where 9?(y,F) is the character ofy in Y.

As a consequence of the previous result we have:

THEOREM 2.6. Let si be a compact network in a space X and let Y be a

space with a non-trivial path having °ILas a compatible uniformity. Then,

(1) If Y is metrizable then, X has s&£ o CAa[L{X,Y) has countable tightness;

(2) // C^(X,Y) is homogeneous and Y is first countable, then X has

s&e ≪z>C^iX, Y) has countable tightness.

For a pea)*, ＼{qea)* :p<RK q}＼= 220>}; hence using Theorem 2.2.6 we obtain

the following result that generalizes (and its proof is similar to) Theorem 2.3 in

[GT,].

THEOREM 2.7. Let si be a Lindelof network of X. If X has $&£ and

w(X)<2w, then thereis Mam* of cardinality=22 such thatX has s&yq for

every oeM.

In order to prove the main Theorem of this section we need some lemmas.

LEMMA 2.8. Let si he a network on X and let °Ube a compatible uniformity

of a space Y. Let 0* Oc CM^(X,Y), /eclc ,xnO and t/G°li. Then
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(@(<l>,f,U)= {cozfy(g):g 0} is an open si-cover of X, where cozfu(g) =

{xeX:(f(x),g(x))EU}.

Proof. Let Aesi and consider the neighborhood U(A)(f) of

assumption there is ge U(A)(f )(]$>■Then, we have that A czcozfU(g).

/･ By

■

LEMMA 2.9. Let si he a compact network on X and (Y,°U)he a space with a

non trivialpath (7:[0,1]―>F. Let % he an open si-cover of X with X&% and

let t/E°H such that (a(0),cr(i))<2U. Then, fQ e(clC/
|)(XiK)

>)＼<*>,, where

R = <S>(W,fQ,U)= {geC(X,Y):cozfotU(g)<zH for some H<=%£} and f0 is the

constant function (7(0) from X to Y.

Proof. Since XeW,/^R. Now let V(A)(fo)eX(fo) where Ve°U and

Aesi. By assumption, there is HeW containing A. We take a continuous

function f:X-≫[0,l] for which f(A) = {0} and r(X＼//) = {l}. If g = R°t, then

LEMMA 2.10. Let pea*, °libe a compatible uniformity of a space Y and

si be a network on a space X. Let (fn)n<(0be a sequence in Cdaa(X,Y). Then,

X=s&-limpcozfufnfor every U °Uif and only if f = {d,6＼i)-＼＼mpfn.

Proof. (=>) Consider a canonical neighborhood U(A)(f) off. By asumption

we have that {n<(o:Ac:cozfUfn}ep. Then, {n<co: fn eU(A)(f)}ep. That is

f = (dM)-limpfn.

(≪=) Let Aed and C/e°ll. We know that {n<(o:fn e U(A)(f)}ep, so

{n< ft):A ccoz, u(fJ} <=p. ■

Lemma 2.11. Let pGCQ*, s& he a network on a space X and (Y,d) a metric

space with a compatible uniformity °ll.Let (fn)n<0}be a sequence of elements

belonging to C(X,Y) and f eC(X,Y), and let (£n)n<0)be a sequence of positive

real numbers. Iffor every e > 0 we have that {n<(o:en < e) e p and

X=s&-＼＼mpcozftEJn,

then f = (s&,%)-Hmpfn

Proof. The set W(A,f,£) = {geC(X,Y):d(g(x),f(x))<e＼/xeA} is a can-

onical neighborhood of / in CSJ(i(l(X,yr).By assumption, {n<(0: fn e

W(A,f,en)}f){n<(o:en <e}ep, so {n<(o:fn e W(A,f,e)]ep. Therefore,

f =(dM)-Hmpfn. M
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The following theorem is a consequence of the previouslemmas and itsproof

is similarto thatof Theorem 2.13'in[GT.l.

THEOREM 2.12. Let 0 * M c CD*, Let si be a compact network on a non

0)-s£-bounded space X and let (F,°U) be a metrizable space with a non trivial

path. Then, C^^{X,Y) is a WFU(M)-space (resp., SFU(M)-space) if and only if

X has slWyM (resp., siSyM). In particular, CsJ(ilJ(X,y)is a Frechet-Urysohn

space if and only ifX has sly.

Proof. =>) Let <g

<t:[0,1]-≫F be a path

be an open 6$-cover of X such that X<t^%. Let

satisfying a(0)^(T(l) and let l7e°U be such that

(cr(O),<T(l))e£/.Define fo:X^Y by /o(jc)= <t(O) for every xeX. If

R = R(($,f0,6＼L),then /0 e(clc^(;finO)＼<D (Lemma 2.9). Since Crfi<tt(X,y)is a

WFU(M)-space (resp., SFU(M)-space), there is a sequence (fn)n<(0in > such

that /0 =5i-lim/J//1 fora peM (resp., for every peM). For each n<(0, choose

G^^ for which coz
foU(fn)czGn.

We claim that X=d-＼impGn: in fact, fix

Aesi. Since fo=si-hmpfn, {n<co: fn eU(A)(fo)}ep; thus, {n<m:

A c coz^.u(fn)}e p. Therefore, {n<(0: AaGJe p.

<=) Let d be a compatible metric in (y,°lt).Let O c: C^oll(Z,y) and suppose that

/e(clc
(xnO)＼O.

If X is finite, then ^=3^ and C^XJ) is the first

countable space Y" for some n<co. Now, suppose that X is infinite.We take

Z = {xn :n<0)} such that xn *xm if n<m<(0 and Z is not contained in any

Aesi. Let £,>£2 >e3 >... be a sequence of positive real numbers converging to

0. For each n<0), c§ll=c§(^,f,£n)is an open ,s$-cover of X (Lemma 2.8).

Define, for each n< co,'Mn = {G ＼{xj :Ge <%n) and 'K = Un<0)%t,. It happens that

'fflis an open si-cover of X. Since X has siWyM (resp., slSyM), there is a

sequence (H)i<a in $C such that X=.s4-lim //■for a /?eM (resp., for every

peM). For each j<co there are /7-e3>, nj<co and GjGc§n such that

Hj=Gj＼{xni} and Gj=cozf fj. Thus X^-lim/coz^/.). Suppose that

there is £>0 such that {j<0): £<£n.}ep. Then, there is m<co for which

B = {j<a):nj=m}ep, hence X = ＼JjeBHj(see Remark 2.3.2) and Hje'Km for

every jefi, which is a contradiction since xm <£Hj for every jeB. Therefore,

{j<(o:en <e}ep for all e>0. Now the conclusion is obtained from Lemma

2.10. ■

REMARK 2.13. Observe that the sufficiencyin Theorem 2.12 was proved only

using the facts that X is not an ft)-si-bounded space and Y is a metrizable space,

and in the proof of the necessity we only used the hypothesis regarding Y and si.
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Corollary 2.14. Let si be a network on a si-hemicompact space X. If

(y,°li)is metrizable, then C^a,,(X,Y) is Frechet-Urysohn. In particular, for every

hemicompact (resp.,countable)space X

Urvsohn space.

Q (X,Y) (resp., C(Z,F)) is a Frechet-

PROOF. If Xesl, then T^ is the uniform topology, so CAau(X,Y) is

metrizable. If X<£s&, then X is not an £0-,s4-bounded space, and is easy to see

that X has sir. Then, C≪,a,(X,Y)is a Frechet-Urvsohn space. ■

Problem 2.15. For every G-compact space X and every metrizable space

Y.is C.(X.Y) Frechet-Urvsohn?

Theorem 2.16. Let 0* M czg)* ,let ^4 be a compact network on a non (0-

s&-bounded space X and let (7,°li)be a metrizable space with a non trivialpath.

Then, CrdM(X,Y) is an SFU(M)-space (resp., WFlJ(M)-space) if and only if

(C3lM(X,Y))w is an SFU(M)-space (resp., WFU(M)-space).

Proof. Let D be a countable discrete space and let % = '3f(D) be the set of

finitesubsets of D. % is a compact network on D and D is ^-hemicompact.

Because of Theorem 2.12 we know that X has slSyM, and using the result in

Lemma 5.10 below, XxD has (^x^)- SyM (see 2.3.1) Applying again 2.12, we

obtain that C,^qi(XxD,Y) = (C≪iail(X,Y))C0is an SFU(M)-space. ■

For a network si on a space X we say that X has strictly siy if for each

sequence (?&n)n<(0of open -s4-covers of X, there exists Gn e1^,, for each n<co,

such that X = d-Mm Gn.

Following arguments similar to those used in [GN, pag 155] it is possible to

prove that for every network i on a non (0 - si-bounded space X, siy is

equivalent to strict siy property. Moreover, using Lemmas 2.8 and 2.11 and

making some changes in the proof of (y')=$ (iii)in [GN, pag 156] we also

LEMMA 2.17. Let X be a space and si be a network on X. Let (y,°U) be a

metrizable space. IfX satisfiesstrictlys&y, then C^^iX,Y) is a strictlyFrechet-

Urvsohn svace.

Hence we obtain the following result (see Theorem 0.1)

THEOREM 2.18.Let si be a compact network on a non (0-si-bounded space
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X and let (F,^U) be a metrizable space with a non trivialpath. Then the following

conditions are equivalent.

(a) C^^iX,Y) is a strictlyFrechet-Urysohn space;

(b) C^^iX, Y) is a Frechet-Urysohn space;

(c) X has s&y .

(d) X satisfiesstrictly sir .

We cannot obtain a similar result when we consider the more general

properties that we are taking into account in thispaper. In fact, R satisfiesyp for

some peco* (Theorem 0.4) but R does not satisfy strictly yp for any p<=(0*

(see [ GT2, Corollary 2.5]).

3. Topological Games

In this Section we are going to analyze some topological games which

generalize those defined by Telgarski in [Te] and we will relate thistheory with

properties s&SyM and s&WyM.

For a space (X,t) and two closed networks si and 2B on I, and for

0^Mcft)* we define the following games G(si,%X), G＼si,%X),

GWM(s&,%X) and GSM(d,%X): There are two players I and II. They alternately

choose elements belonging to a sequence in 2P(X) so that each player knows

s&,<3&,(X,t),and the n firstchoices made by both players when the n + 1 element

of SP(X) has to be chosen. Player I chooses firstand each of his choices belongs

to si. If An is the n choice of I, then the n choice of II is an open set Gn such

that AnczGn. A play in G, where G = G(d,%X) (resp., G = G＼s&,<M,X);

G = GWM(d,%X); G = GSM(d,B,X)), is a sequence P = (Al,Gl,A2,G2,---,

An,Gn,---) such that for each n<co AnczGn. I wins P if for each Be% there is

n<(0 such that BcGn (resp., X = 2S-limGn; there is p<=M such that

X = 2S-MmpGn; for every peM, X = <3&-limpGn). II wins P if I does not win P.

A finitesequence {Em)m<k in 2P(X) is admissible for the game G if there is a play

P in G such that P = (Ev---,Em,---).A function s is a strategy for I (resp., II) in G

if the domain of s consists of admissible sequences (Ev---,En) with n even (resp.,

odd) and with values in 9*(X) such that for each {Ev---,En) in the domain of s,

{Ex,---,En,s{Ev-･-,£,))is an admissible sequence. A strategy s is said to be

winning for I (resp., II) in G if I (resp., II) using s wins each play of G. /(G)

(resp.,II(G)) denotes the set of all winning strategies of I (resp., II) in G.

When (& = sl we denote G(d,%X), Gl(d,%X), GWM(s&MX) and

GSM(si,%X) by G(^,X), G＼si,X), GWM{sl,X) and GSM(d,X) respectively, and
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by G(X), G'(Z), GWM(X) and GSM(X) if s&=R = R= {Fa X: F is finite}.Also,

if M = {p] for some pern*, we write Gp(s&,%X) instead of

GW{p](si,%X) = GS{p](dMX).

THEOREM 3.1. Let <p*Mcza)* and let si and % he two closed networks in

X. Then, l{G＼d,%X))^0<^> I(GSM(M,%X)) *<Z>*=> I(Gm(iJ,I))^0o
J(rJvi Ok Y＼＼-±(7S

Proof. It is not difficultto see that I(G＼s&,<M,X))*0 => ＼{GSM{d,%X))

^l(GWM(s&,%X))*0=$l(G(s&MX))*0. So, we have only to prove that

l{G(s&MX))*0 =>I(G1(si,%X))*0. We give a similar proof to that given for

Theorem 1 in [GN]: Assume that s is a winning strategy for I in G(s§.,%X). We

now give a winning strategy t for I in G＼si,(3^,X).Let t(0) = Al =s(0)esi be

the first choice of I. If (A],G],---,An,Gn) have been choosen, let

t(Al,Gi,--',An,Gn)= An+l be defined as follows: for each subsequence

1< /,< i2 < ■･･< ij < n we put

A(ii,-,iJ) = s(A.,Gii,Ai2,Gi2,-,Aii,Gij)-

Let An+1=U{A(/11-/J):l<f1<'-f/<n}.

We claim that the play P = (Al,Gi,---,An,Gn,---)is a win for I in G{(d,%X).

In fact,if it were not, there would be 5g^ and a sequence 1</, <---<in <･･･

such that B would not be a subset of G. for every n<0). But

(A; ,G; ,---,At,Gj ,･･･)is a win for I in G(s&,%X) because of the way t was

defined. So. for some /. BczG. . which is a contradiction. H

THEOREM 3.2. Let Si and S$ be two networks of a space X. Then,

l(G(s&,%X))*0 implies that X satisfies(Si,^)-y.

Proof. If X does not have {Si,<3h)-y, then there is an open Si-cover % of X

such that for every sequence G,,---,Gn,---of % there is Bel% which is not

contained in a subsequence G,-,---,Gj,-■■of (Gn)n<(0. Thus, II has a winning

strategy for G](Si,^,X). In fact, for each choice An eSi of I, II has to take

G.e^ such that A.cG..So, l(G(SiM,X)) = I(Gi(SiMX)) = 0. ■

The proof of the next Theorem is basicallythe same to that given for

Thpnrem 4 7 in IT<=>1

THEOREM 3.3. Let (X)n^ be a sequence of disjointspaces and for each
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n<0) let dn ,2Bn be two networks on Xn such that ＼{G{sln,<&n,Xn))*0 for all

n<0). Then, l(G(d,% X)) ^ 0 where X is the sum of spaces Xn and s& =

4. Countable Product of Frechet-Urysohn C^-spaces.

Definition 4.1. (1) (Telgarsky) For a network si in a space X we say that

X is si-scattered if for every closed set E in X there is a point xeE and a

neighborhood V of x such that C＼xVf]Ee 64.

(2) A network .s4in a space X is said to be y-real if [0,1] has f{si)y for

some /eC(X,[0,l]).

An example of a non y -real network on a sequential space X is the set of

countable closed subsets of X. In fact, as was remarked by Gerlitz and Nagy

([GN, pag 157]), if (Gn)n<(0is a sequence of subsets of [0,1] having Lebesgue

measure < 1/2, then Gn has Lebesgue measure < 1/2.

THEOREM 4.2. Let X be a Cech -complete space, and let si be a non y-real

network on X. If X has siy then X is si-Lindelofand scattered.

Proof. We know that siy=$si£, and if X is not scattered then we can find a

compact subset K of X that may be continuously mapped onto [0,1]. So, [0,1] has

f(si)y for some /eC(X,[0,l]) (Theorem 2.4 and 3.2J in [En]), which is a

contradiction. ■

In the next resultwe put Theorem 9.3in [Te] and Theorem 3.2 together.

Theorem 4.3. Let X be a space and si be a network on X. Then, X is

Lindelofand si-scattered=*I(G(,si,X))*0=> X has sly.

Therefore,using Theorems 2.12,3.3 and 4.3 we conclude the following

COROLLARY 4.4. Let {Xn :n<(0} be a countable set of Lindelof spaces, and

let,for each n<(O, s&n be a compact network on Xn. If for each i < (O, Xt is

sirscattered, then, for every sequence (,(Yn,Glln))n<0)of metrizable spaces, we

have that

^1,oUl(^^)x-xQ^(Xn,Fn)x-

is a Frechet-Urysohn space.
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Proof. In fact, the free topological sum X-Un<(0Xn has sly where si is

the collection of finiteonions of elements of Un<(Os&n- Since si is compact, X is

not an 6)-.s4-bounded space. Hence, for every metrizable space (F,°li),

C^^iX, Y) is a Frechet-Urysohn space (Theorem 2.12). We conclude our proof

by observing that Ui<0)C^
^.(X,.,^)

is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of

r

■

(X,n/<fl)^) where °liIs the Cartesian product of the uniformities {°H,},<fl,.

As a consequence of Theorem 4 in [GN] and in virtue of Theorems 4.2 and

4.3 we obtain:(recall that 9{X) = 9 denotes the family of finitesubsets of X)

v
THEOREM 4.5. Let X be a C ech -complete space and let s& be a non y-real

Lindelof network containing 9. Then the following are equivalent

(a) X has J :

(b) X satisfies sly:

(c) X is a Lindelof scattered space.

Proof, (a) <=>(c) is Gerlitz-Nagy's Theorem. Because of 2Fcs4, scattered

implies ^-scattered and so (c) => (b) is a consequence of Theorem 4.3. Finally,

(b) => (c) because of Theorem 4.2 and the fact that an 64-Lindelof space, where

every element of si is Lindelof, is a Lindelof space. ■

Theorems 2.12 and 4.5 give us the following:

COROLLARY 4.6. Let X be a Cech -complete space, let si containing ^ be a

compact non y -real network on a non (0- si-bounded space X, and let (F,°IX)be

a metrizable space with a non trivialpath. Then CK{X) is Frechet-Uryson if and

only if C^%{X,Y) is Frechet-Urysohn.

V
COROLLARY 4.7. Let Xn be a Cech -complete space satisfying y for every

n < (0. Then II X. has r .

PROOF. Every space Xn Is Lindelof and scattered, so Z = jJn<0)Xn is

Cecfa-complete ([En, pag 198]) Lindelof and scattered. Therefore Z has y . ■

On account of Corollary 4.7 it follows that if X = [)n<aXn where Xn is a

C ech - complete space with y for every n<co, then X has 7: in fact, ＼Jn<0)Xn is

a continuous image of Mn<w Xn.

As a consequence of Theorem 4.5, the space of ordinals [0,a] has y , so for
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every ordinal number a with countable cofinality,[0,a) also has 7 .It is possible

to prove even more: I(G([O,a]))^0 and [0,≪)is an X0-simple space, thatis, for

every continuous function f from [0,a) into a space of weight <K0 the cardinality

of f([0,a)) does not exceed Xo. Hence, if cof a<K0, then Q([0,a)) is a

Frechet-Urysohn strongly So-monolithic space (see [Ar2]). In general [0,a) is

not a Lindelof space, but using some similar techniques to those developed in [G.

ps. 260-262] itis possible to prove thatfor every ordinal number a , [0,a) has the

Gerlits property (j)(itis important to recall here that $ + £= 7).

Since 7 is preserved under finite powers and closed subsets, then a product

XxY has 7 iff XjjY satisfies 7 .,So, we obtain:

VCOROLLARY 4.8. Let Xt be a O-Cech-complete space satisfying 7 for

every ＼<i<n. Then, Xlx---xXn has 7 .

THEOREM 4.9. Let Xn be a O-Cech-completespace such that Cn{Xn) is a

Frechet-Urysohn space for every n<0). Then Un<uCK(Xn) is a Frechet-Urysohn

space.

Proof. The space Un<mXn is the union of a countable collection of

C ech -complete subspaces; hence itis the continuous image of a free topological

sum of a countable collection of Cech -complete spaces. So, using 4.7 and

Theorem 2.4, we have that U,,_ X,, has r. Thus, U CJX) is a Frechet-

Urysohn space. ■

Observe thatthisresultcan be generalized to

Corollary4.6.

f (X,Y) -spaces by using

Nogura [N] proved that if (Xn)n<0)is a sequence of spaces such that

X]x---xXn is a strictlyFrechet-Urysohn space for every n<(0, then Ui<a Xt is

strictlyFrechet-Urysohn (we express thissaying that strictlyFrechet-Urysohn

propertyis an almost countableproductiveproperty).So, Theorem 2.18 produce

thefollowing:

THEOREM 4.10. For each i<(0 let sit be a compact network on a non

Q) - si, -bounded space Xi■,and let (Y,°U) be a metrizable space with a non trivial

path. Then, for every n<(0 II)<,-<,Cd
^{XnY)

is Frechet-Urysohn iff

n,<(UCj ≪,(X,,y) is Frechet-Urysohn.

COROLLARY 4.11. Let {Xn)n<(0be a sequence of spaces. Then, for every n<(O,

II!<,<,,C (X;) is Frechet-Urysohn iff Wj<0)C_(X-) is a Frechet-Urysohn space.
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5. The dual space L^(X) and the free topologfcal groups A(X)

and F(X).

In the followingtheorems we are going to use the notationsestablishedin

1 1 C

THEOREM 5.1. Let si be a compact network on a space X. Suppose that X is

anon (0- s&-bounded space. Then, X has s&& if and only if Z = jJn<0)X" satisfies

(U,,^,-s4")# ･ Moreover, if $ = £, the assertion is true for every space X.

PROOF. <=) is a consequence of Theorem 2.4.

=>) Let SS = U,,<ft)<s4".If i? = £, we can prove, following similar arguments to

those given in the proof of Theorem 2.4.4, that for every n < co,X ]1-･-U X" has

28,,£ where SSH is the collection of finite unions of elements belonging to U"=1<s#'-

So, if <$ is an open 28-cover, there is for each n<(o a countable collection c§n

of ^ which is a SSH -cover. Then, U,,^^,, is a countable SS-subcover of ^.

Now, suppose that i} = SyM for some 0^M<Z£O* (for the other possible

values of # the proof is analogous). If X is finite, then Z is countable and

discrete, hence 2S = ^ and we obtain the desired conclusion since every countable

space has y .If X is infinite, let N = {xl,---,xll･･･}c X such that x; ^ jtyif /^y and

A/'is not contained in any element of si. Let <§be an open SS-cover of Z. For

each n<0) we put Wn ={VczX:V is open and V＼l V2 1I--1I V" c G for some

Gg^I. We define
^,

={V＼ U.}: Vg 3f.,}. We claim that the collection

§t=[＼
...$£ is an ooen si-cover of X. In fact, let Aesi and let s = min

{n < 0):xn £A}; there is Ge^ such that F = A U A2 U---II As c G . Since A is

compact there is an open subset V of X such that FcU^T'cG. Hence

AcV＼{xs}. So $£is an ^4-cover of X. By assumption, there is (Hj)j<0) in §£

such that X = 5^-limp^. for every peM where Hi =Vj ＼{xn}g^b . For each

j < at there is G} g % satisfying:

VJU(VJ)2U--U(Vl)">czGJ

Observe that {rij:j <co} must be a cofinal increasing sequence of CO because if

there is m < a) such that n} < m for every j <Q), and if Ags& is such that

{jc,,---,Jtm}<z A , no Hj contains A, which is a contradiction.

Now we claim that Z = %-limpGn for every peM. In fact, let fieSS.

There is Ke,s4 and there is ≪<6t) such that BcUlsknr. Since X = s&-＼＼m H-
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peM, {k<co:KczVj＼{xll}}Ep for all peM. Thus, {k<(o:

KczVj＼ {xn } }C＼{k< co: tij> n} a {j < (0: B (z Gj} & p for every peM . II

The following two Corollaries are consequences of Theorems 2.12 and 5.1.

COROLLARY 5.2. Let 0#Mcffl* letX be a space and Y be metrizable with

a non trivialpath.Then, Cn{X,Y) is a S＼U(M)-space (resp.,WFXJ(M)-space) if

and only if Iln<t0Cx(X＼Y) is a SFU(M)-space (resp., WFU(M)-space). In

particular, Cn(X,Y) is Frechet-Urysohn if and only if H,l<(0CK{X",Y) is a

Frechet-Urysohn space.

COROLLARY 53. Let 0* Ma CO*,let X be a non (0-bounded space and let Y

be a metrizable space with a non trivialpath. Then, Ck(X,Y) is a SF＼](M)-space

(resp., WFU(M)-space) if and only if Un<0}Ck(X" ,Y) is a SFV(M)-space (resp.,

WFlJ(M)-space). In particular, Ck(X,Y) is Frechet-Urysohn if and only if

n,Kft)Ck{X",Y) is a Frechet-Urysohn space.

There are spaces Y having a compact network si for which Y has s&& but

Ym does not have (Un<tosl")&. A trivialexample is Y = {0,l},s&=R, and & = yp

with peat* such that R does not satisfy yp. For topological function spaces this

can also happen, even when the base space is compact, in fact, C. Laflamme

proved thatit is consistent with ZFC that there is a F-point pG(O* for which

R = Cx({x}) has yp; because of Theorem 6.5 below CK({x})m = R" does not

satisfy yp. The natural question now is: Does Q(Xffl) have yp if CK(X) does?

When X is a compact zero-dimensional space the answer to this question is

affirmative:

COROLLARY 5.4.Let p&(O* and letX be a compact zero-dimensional space

Then CK{X) has yp ifand onlyif C^X10) has y

PROOF. =>) It is a consequence of Theorem 5.1 and Proposition IV.8.2 in

[At,].

<=) Cn(X) is homeomorphic to a closed subset of CK(X). In fact,

pr* : CK{X)^CK{Xa) is a closed embedding where pr:Xw->X is one of the

projections (see [Ar,]). ■

For a space X, we will denote by F(X,e) (resp., A(X,e)) the free topological

(resp., Abelian) group generated by X with a distinguished point eeX (see
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[Gr]). We know that F(X,e) and A(X,e) are continuousimages of the space

＼ln<m(X"x{-l,l}").Furthermore, X is homeomorphic to a closed subset of both

F(X,e) and A(X,e), so we obtain,from Theorem 5.1,the following:

THEOREM 5.5. Let si be a compact network on a non w-si-bounded space

X and let e e X. Then, the following are equivalent

(a) X has s£#.

(b) A(X,e)has &#.

(c) F(X,e) has R$.

where 2& = {A*> -...-A*": A,,esi, £,.e{-l,l},l</<n and n<co}.

PROOF. =≫) Let {-1,1} be considered with the discrete topology and set

Z = U,,<w(X"x{-l,l}"). The map f:Z-+F(X,e) (resp., f:Z^A(X,e)) defined

by f(xi,---,xn,£i,---,£ll)= x*] ･...■**"is an onto continuous function. If X has sift

then Xx{-l,l} satisfies (&x&)-& (Theorem 2.4.4). Because of Theorem 5.1

we have that Z has [U,,<w(^x &)"]-&. So by Theorem 2.4.3, F(X,e) (resp.,

A(X,e)) has 9&#.

<=) We may consider X as a closed subset of F(X,e) and A(X,e). On the

other hand, sicz(3hx and for every Av---,Anesi and every

ev---,ene{-l,l),{A'] ■...■Al")V＼XcAx{j---{jAn{}A where eeAesi. Now the

conclusion follows from Theorem 2.2.3. ■

COROLLARY 5.6. Let 0*M^(O* , let Y be a metrizable space and X a

space with eeX. Then, the following are equivalent

(a) CX(X,Y) is a SFXJ(M)-space (resp., WFU(M)-space).

(b) CK(A(X,e),Y) is a $FU(M)-space (resp., WFU(M)-space).

(c) Cn(F(X,e),Y) is a S＼U(M)-space (resp., WFU(M)-space).

In particular, Cn{X,Y) is Frechet-Urysohn ≪ CK(A(X,e),Y) is a Frechet-

Urysohn space O C (F(X,e),Y) is a Frechet-Urysohn space.

In order to have a similar result for the compact-open topology it is enough

that every compact subset of F(X) (resp., A(X)) is contained in an A,£|-...-A*"

with A,,compact for every i<n. If X is a ka-space (A space is said to be ka if

itis the union of an increasing sequence of compact subspaces having their weak

topology), then F{X) is also a km-space ([Or]), so Ck(F(X)) is completely

metrizable (see [St] and [McN2]).

We say that a subset A of a topoiogical group G generates G if A contains the

identity of G, algebraically generates G and has the finest topology compatible

with both the group structure and the original topology on A. Ordmen and Smith-

Thomas ([OS-T]) proved that every topoiogical group G generated by a kw-space
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of F(A), so:

THEOREM 5.7. Let ^Mcw*. Let G be a topological group generated by a

km-space A. Then,

(a) // A has SyM (resp., WyM), then Cn(G) is a SFU(M)-space (resp.,

WFU(M)-space).

(b) Ck(G) is completely metrizable.

Proof, (a) If A has SyM (resp., WyM), then F(A) does too (Theorem 5.5).

Besides, G is a continuous image of F(A), so G has SyM (resp., WyM).

(b) As was noted above, F(A) is a &w-space, hence, since G is a quotient image

of F(A), G is a km-space. Then CK(G) is a completely metrizable space. ■

The dual space Ln(X) of CK(X), with the pointwise convergence topology,is

a continuousimage of the space Un<(0(XnxJ?"),sowe also obtainfrom Theorem

5.1 the followingresult.

THEOREM 5.8. Let si be a compact network on a space X and let % be a

compact network on R. Then,

RxX has (< xsi)-#=>L_(X)has <M$^X has s&&

where

<3l= {CxAx+--- + CnAn :Ai Esi,d £% for every ＼<i<n and n<(0＼.

Proof. J^xXisanon co-(%xsi)-bounded space; so Un<(0(R" xX") satisfies

2># where <2>= [jn<w(%nxdn) (Theorem 5.1.). The function f :Un<C6(Rn xXn)

―>Ln(X) defined by f{rx,---,rn,xx,---,xn)= rxxx+r2x2-＼― + rnxn is continuous. Since

2) is compact we can use Theorem 2.4 and deduce that Ln{X) has /(S))-$. It

remains to note that /(2)) = 2S.

Besides, if LK{X) has 9Bi?, then X has 28x$. Observe that ,s4cS&xand for

every n<≪ and every (Cx,---,Cn,Al,---,An)e%n xdn, (CxAx+--- + CnAn)f)

IcAU-UA,ei. Using 2.2.3 we conclude that X has s&&. D

The complete circle of implications in the last Theorem can be obtained when

X is a non (0-bounded space and ,s4=3{ by applying the following two lemmas.

The firstone is trivialand the second one is a generalization of Theorem 3.3 in

[GTJ.

LEMMA 5.9.Let si be a compact network on X and let % be a network on Y
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containing Y.IfXhas s&$, then XxY has (six^-d
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Lemma 5.10.Let si he a compact network on a non co-si-bounded space X.

Let % be a compact network on a %-hemicompact space Y. If X satisfiessii),

then XxY has (s&x%) ―$. Moreover, if & = £,the assertionis truefor every

space X.

Proof. We prove the lemma when ~&= SyM where 0^M<zft)*, the rest of

the assertions can be proved in a similar way. Because of the previous Lemma

we have only to prove the case when Yi%. Let (Yn)n<(0be a strictlyincreasing

sequence of elements in % witnessing the ^-hemicompactness of Y. If X is

finite,then si=9 and XxY is a countable union of elements belonging to six Id,

hence XxY has (six%)-SyM. Suppose now that X is infinite and let

F - {xn :n<Q)}c:X be such that jc;̂ Xj if /^ j and F is not contained in any

element of si. Let <§be an open (sixc )-cover of XxY. For each n<cd we put

l,,={ycI:Vis open and there is G e ^ such that Vx^cG). It happens that

3T=U,(<^ W'n where ^ ={V＼ {xj: Ve WJ is an open si-cover of X. So, there

is a sequence (Hj)j<0) in $T such that X = s£-lim/,//Jfor every p&M, where

Hj-Vj ＼{xn} for some open set V^ of X and some natural number n]. As was

noted in the proof of Theorem 5.1, the set {/2/:y<&)} is a cofinal increasing

sequence in CO. For each j<(0 there is G} e^ such that Vj.xl^ cG;.. It is

possible now to prove that XxY = (s&xcfo)-limpGJ for every peM. ■

For yeLn(X) we define l(y) as follows. If y = 0 is the zero element of

Ln(X), then l(y) = 0. If y*Q, then l(y) = min {n<co: there are xl,---xneX and

rv---,rneR such that y = rlxl+---+ rnxn}.Let Lnn(X) = {yeLK(X):l(y)<n}.

Observe that for $e{SyM,WyM :0*M<zo)*}＼J{£}, X and Y spaces, F<zX

closed and f:X―>Y a continuous onto function, we have (see Theorem 2.4) (i)

Xhas 9t(X)tfimplies F has 3C(F)^; (ii)X has 3C(X)# implies X" has 3t(XB)i?;

and (iii)X has 3f(X)i? implies Y satisfies%(Y)& iff is perfect. Besides, if X is

locally compact, then X has 3£# iff X has 641? where s&={C＼U:U is open and

Clt/ is compact}. These remarks and the previous Lemmas imply

COROLLARY 5.11.Let X be a locallycompact non 0)-bounded space and letY

be a metric space with a non trivialpath. Then, Ck(X,Y) is a Frechet-Urysohn

space iff Ck{LKn{X),Y) is Frechet-Urysohn for a 0<n<(t) (hence, for every

0<n<(O).

PROOF. =>) Let 0<n<(0 be fixed.R is hemicompact and X has 3{r and is
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not ft)-bounded; so RxX has %y (Lemma 5.10). Because of Proposition 1 in

[P], Theorem 5.1 and the remarks made above we conclude that Lnn(X) has %y.

Since X is a closed non c-bounded subspace of Lnn(X), thisis not c-bounded,

so Ck{LKn{X),Y) is Frechet-Urysohn (Theorem 2.12).

<=) Because of Theorem 2.12, LKJl(X) has %y (see 2.13). Since X is

homeomorphic to a closed subset of Lnj1(X), then X has %y (Theorem 2.4). On

the other hand, X is not c-bounded, so CAX,Y) is a Frechet-Urysohn space. ■

Problem 5.12. Does LAX) satisfy%y if X does?

For metrizablespaces we have:

COROLLARY 5.13. Let 0^Mcza)* and let X be a non-countable metrizable

eitherlocallycompact or G-compact space. Then, X has SyM (resp., WyM) if

and onlyif LAX) has SyM (resp., WyM).

Proof. If X has a SyM, then X is (7-compact. So, thereis a compact

metrizablenon countablespace satisfyingSyM. This implies that XxR has 5/w

(Theorem 6.1 below). Now we have to apply Theorems 5.8 and 2.4. ■

This result is not true if X is countable because in that case X has y but

LK{X) never satisfiesthis property. In fact, R ＼{0} is a continuous image of

LnX(X) which is a closed subspace of Ln(X).

6. The countable product of p-Frechet-Urysohn C^^-spaces.

In this section we will give some results about the property yp(peco*) in a

free topological sum; that is, we will find sufficient conditions in order to obtain

the /?-Frechet-Urysohn property in a countable product of function spaces where

each factor is an FU(/?)-space.

THEOREM 6.1. Let 0 9tM cz(O* .The following statements are equivalent

(1) R has SyM (resp., WyM).

(2) There is a compact metrizable and non countable space X with SyM

(resp., WyM).

(3) Every d-compact metrizable space X has SyM (resp., WyM).
v

(4) There is a Cech -complete non scattered space satisfying SyM (resp.,

wyM).

Proof. (1) <=>(3) was basically proved in [GT,]; (3) => (2) and (1) => (4)
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are trivial.

(2) =$ (1) Since X is second countable and non countable,thereis 0^FcX

which is perfect.Furthermore, F is completely metrizablebecause X is.Then F

containsa copy of the Cantor set([En, 4.5.5]).Using [ GT,, Theorem 3.18] we

conclude thatR has SyM (resp., WyM).

(4) => (1) Every C ech -complete non scatteredspace contains a compact

subsetwhich can be continuouslymapped onto [0,1](see 2.4.and Theorem 3.18

in rGT.l). ■

As a consequence of the previous Theorem we have:

THEOREM 6.2. Let 0*Ma(O*, let Xn he a metrizable O-compact space

and Yn be a metrizable space for every n<0). If either: (i) every X; is

countable, or (ii)there is i < CO for which Xt is non countable, Yihas a non trivial

path and C^X^Y,) is a SFU(M)-space (resp., WFU(M)-space), then

Un<(0CK(Xn,Yn) is a SFU(M)-space (resp., WFU(M)-space).

PROOF. If every Xt (i<(0) is countable, then X = jJn<(0Xn is countable and

so X has 7. If thisis not the case, since there exists a compact metrizable and

non countable subspace of X{ with SyM (resp., WyM) (Theorem 2.12), the

metrizable (7-compact space Un<aXn also has SyM (resp., WyM) (Theorem 6.1).

Then, in both cases, because of Theorem 2.12, Un<0) CK(Xn,Ull<(0Yn)=

Ulum<aCn(Xn,Ym) is a SFU(M)-space (resp., WFU(M)-space). Therefore, its

closed subset FL^., CJX,,,Y,,) also has this property. ■

COROLLARY 6.3. Let 0*M<zft>* and let X.tbe a metrizableeitherlocally

compact or G-compact space having SyM {resp., WyM) for ＼<i<n. Then

Xlx-xXn has SyM (resp., WyM).

Proof. The space Z = XlU-~UXn has SyM (resp., WyM) and E"=lXi is a

rinsp.dsnhsp.tnf Z" H

When we are considering compact metrizable spaces we can strengthen

Corollary6.3 as follows.

THEOREM 6.4. Let 0^Mcz(O* and let (Xn)n<m be a sequence of compact

metrizable spaces.If thereis i<Q) for which X{ is a non countable space

satisfyingSyM (resp.,WyM), then En<mXn has SyM (resp., WyM).
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Proof. In fact, Y＼n<0)Xnis a compact metrizable sapce; we only have to

apply Theorem 6.1. ■

This last result cannot be generalized to metric locally compact spaces. In

fact, Ra does not satisfy yp if peco* is a P-point in ≫*([GT,]), but as was

proved by C. Laflamme, it is consistent with ZFC that there exists a P-point

pecy* such that R has yp

The resultconcerning Rw and P-pointscan be generalizedas follows.

THEOREM 6.5. Let peco* be a P-pointin of, and let Xn be a non countably

compact spacefor every n<(0. Then, Tin<0)Xndoes not satisfyyp.

Proof. Suppose that X-Hn<0)Xn satisfies yp. For each i<co let

Z(.={z[,z'2,---,z'n,---} be a countable closed and discrete subset of

X.x{z[*z＼＼is*i). If jteX,., we take g;g.N"(jc) such that |G;nz,.|<l. For each

pair of natural numbers i, n let ^%'n be the collection of the unions of < n elements

belonging to <g' = {G'v:xe X,.}. Put 9n = {k;i1(G):Gec§'i'1} and S^ = [jn<(0Rn where

^n is the projection from X = Hn<mXn onto X,,. ^ is an open c-cover of X, so

there is a sequence (Fn)n<(0 in 3^ for which X = lim^ /;,.

The collection {Ay. = {n < ≪: ^ e ^ }: _/< co} is a partition of 0). We claim that

Aj <£p for every j < o) .In fact, suppose that there is j < co such that Aj ep. For

each m < ft)we define / e X as follows: 7tAfm) = z'l.Let .S(m) = {n < ft):/m £FJ.

Since X = lim pFn, S(m)ep. Hence, there existsnoeAjf](f]^isj+{S(i))Ep.Then

fv-~Jj+xeF% =7t~＼G)where Ge^j. This means that z(,---,zj+ieG, but thisis

a contradictionbecause, by construction,no element of ^j can contain j+l

elements of X- .Thus Aj £p for every j <(0 . Since p is a P-point, there is A e p

such that ＼AnAj＼<(0 for every j<co. Besides, X = ＼JneAFn. If A;.*0, we set

AnAj ={n(j,0),-'-,n(j,rj)}. Then, we have that X = U {U,<r. Fn{jJ)'j < on and

Aj *0}. For each j<0) with Aj *0 and for each /<r;. let G^^e^l which

satisfies n]＼Gn{jJ)) = Fn(ji). Take x = (Xj)j<0)eX where Xj eXj ＼＼J^GnW) if

Aj*0, and XjEXj otherwise. It happens

and Aj * 0}, which is a contradiction.

that *eU{LU.Fn(,. J):j<(0

COROLLARY 6.6. Let X be a normal and non countably compact space and let
DGQ) * be a P-point. Then C (C (X)) is not an ＼＼J(p)-space.

Proof. By assumption we can take a countable discreteand closed subsetD
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of X. Since X is normal and D is closed, CK(D) is a continuous image of CK{X).

If Cn{X) has yp, so does CK{D) = RD which is in contradiction with Theorem 6.5.

■

We have already seen that Rm does not satisfy yp if p is a P-point in ≪*. In

[ GT,, Theorem 3.20] the authors gave a listof necessary and sufficient conditions

in order to guarantee that Rm has yp(pe(Q*). As a consequence of these

remarks we have (see 2.3.5):

THEOREM 6.7. The following statements are equivalent.

(a) Rm satisfies0 (resp., %■&).

(b) Every C ech -complete space of countable weight has i? (resp., %"&).

Proof. We have only to prove (a) =≫(b). If Rw has & (resp., %&) then

J((o)a)x[0,l]R satisfies $ where J((o) is the hedgehog of spininess co ([GT,])

(resp., %'d, Theorem 2.4.4 and remarks before Corollary 5.11). On the other

hand, every second countable and Cech -complete space X can be considered as a

closed subset of Jimf x[0,lf ([So]). So X has & (resp., 3C#). ■

Problem 6.8. Is /?-Frechet-Urysohn an almost countable productive property

in the class of Q-spaces when peco* (resp., peco* is semiselective,

selective)? (see Theorem 4.11).

7. The property yp and the real line.

In thissectionwe will see thatif pG(O* is such that R does not have y ,

then property y is similar to property y, and they coincide in the class of

C ech - complete spaces. The proof of the next two theorems can be achieved

using Theorem 3.18in [GT,] and following completely analogous proofs to those

given for Corollaryto Lemma 1 and Theorem 5 in [GN], respectively.

Theorem 7.1. Let peco* such that R does not satisfy yp. Then, every

space with y is zero-dimensional.

Theorem 7.2. Let pea* such that R does not satisfyyp. Then, a space X

has 7p ifand only ifX has £ and every continuousimage ofX in R has yp.

Every C ech -complete non-scatteredspace X containsa compact subspace
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which can be continuously mapped onto [0,1]. So, in virtue of Theorems 4.5 and

4.7 we obtain the following interestingresult.

Theorem 7.3. Let pea* such that R does not satisfy y , and let X be a

countable union of Lindelof Cech -complete subspaces. Then, X has y if and

only if X has y .

Problem 7.4. Let ptw* such that R does not satisfyyp. Is Theorem 7.3

truefor ^-spaces or Baire spaces?

Problem 7.5. Is it consistentwith ZFC that /p=>7 for every peco* for

which R does not satisfyy ?

Problem 7.6. Let X be a subsetof R satisfyingyp where pGCO* is such

thatR does not have y .Is X of strong measure zero?

8. Compact spaces and properties y and yp.

After all we have already analyzed itis natural to ask under what conditions,

X has a compactiflcation kX such that Ck(kX) is Frechet-Urysohn. Because of

Gerlitz-Nagy's Theorem (see Theorem 4.5), this question may be posed as:

Under what conditions on X, does X have a scattered compactiflcation? In this

Section we are going to give some resultsin thisdirection.

The firstfollows from Theorem 4.5 and the fact that every locally scattered

space is scattered.

THEOREM 8.1. Let X be a locally compact (resp.,locally compact and

Lindelof)space. Then, thefollowing conditionsare equivalent.

(a) X has locally y (resp.,satisfiesy).

(b) The one-pointcompactificationa(X) of X has y .

(c) There is a compactificationk(X) of X with y .

Proof. We give here the proof of(a) => (b).For each xeX thereexist Vx

and W elements of N(x) such that V is compact and W satisfiesy. Consider a

neighbourhood Ux of x such that xeUxc: clUxczWx. Thus, c＼Ux has y and

V f| cl U is a compact set with 7, which implies that Vx f] c＼Ux e X(x) is

scattered. So X is scattered, since every locally scattered space is scattered.

Now, itis not difficultto prove that a(X) is also scattered. The conclusion in (b)

now follows from Theorem 4 in [GN] (see Theorem 4.5).
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We cannot dropped the Lindelof condition in the last Theorem; in fact, the

compact space of ordinals [0,O),] has 7 but [(),£≫,)does not have this property.

When we consider yM-like properties we also have a result concerning

compactifications. First, we need a Lemma (In the sequel the symbol $ will

denote one of the properties belonging to {SyM : 0* M<^0)*} (J {WJM '-0*

m cc*n.

Lemma 8.2. Let Y be a space with sis where si is a network on Y having

an element Ao with the following property: For every countable collection

UX,U2,---of neighborhoods of Aq, the subspace Z-Y＼ f]!<a)Uk has s&z&. Then Y

satisfiess&&.

Proof. Suppose that $ = SjM where 0 * M c co*. Let % be an open ^4-

cover of Y. Since Y has s&£ we can suppose, without loss of generality, that ^

is countable. Let c§'= {Gec§: Ao <zG]. <S/= {G,,-",GB"-} is again an open ,s4-

cover of Y. By assumption Z = Y ＼f]i<(0G(. has s*Lz&, so there is a sequence

Un)n<m such tnat Z a sdz-＼im pGj for every peM. It happens that

Y = si-lira G, for every p e M . ■

Theorem 8.3. Let X be a metrizablelocally compact (resp., metrizable

locallycompact and Lindelof) space and let 0&M aco* . Then, the following

are equivalent.

(a) X has locally $ (resp.,satisfies$).

(b) The one-pointcompactificationa(X) of X has $ .

(c) There is a compactificationk(X) of X with § .

Proof, (b) => (c) is trivial.

(c) =≫ (a): If K(X) is scattered, then X is scattered, so X has locally 7

(Theorem 4.5). Besides, if X is Lindelof, then X is a CJ-compact space, so X

again has 7 (Corollary 4.7).If k(X) is a non scattered space, then we obtain the

desired conclusion using Theorem 6.1.

(a) =≫(b): First case: For some point xeX, x has a compact non countable

neighborhood having ft. Then every (7 -compact metrizable space has ft

(Theorem 6.1). Let Vj,---,V^,---be open neighbourhoods of xoea(X)＼X. So

X＼f]n<(0Vnis a O -compact metrizable space that must satisfy ft.It remains to

apply Lemma 8.2.

Second case: For each xeX the compact neighborhoods Vx of jc having #

are countable. Since every countable compact space is scattered (in fact, in this

case Vr is homeomorphic to a countable ordinal space [dGB]), I is a scattered
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space. Therefore,

(Theorem 4.5).
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a(X) is a scatteredspace; and we conclude that a(X) has 7

■

VProblem 8.4. (1) Does every Cech -complete Lindelof scattered space have

a scattered compactification?

(2) Under what conditions on X, is (3X scattered?

Using the facts that every second countable space can be embedded into

[0,l]8()and every compact non-scattered space contains a closed subset that can be

continuously mapped onto [0,1],and using Theorem 3.18 in [GT,] we obtain:

THEOREM 8.5. Let 0*M aco* . The following conditions are equivalent.

(a) R has $.

(b) Every second countable space has a compactification with $ .

(c) There is a second countable non-scattered space which has a

compactification satisfying §.

The natural generalization of Theorem 3.18 in [GT,] is also true. The symbol

tcy(x,X) denotes the ^-character of x in the space X ([J]).

THEOREM 8.6. Let 0^Mczco* and let fi be an uncountable cardinal.The

following are equivalent.

(a) Every compact space of weight ji has $ .

(b) Every zero-dimensional compact space of weight flsatisfies$ .

(c) 2" has i).

(d) [0,1]"has $.

(e) There is a compact space X having # such that x%(x,X)> [l for every

xeX.

PROOF, (a) => (b) => (c) are obvious. Since every compact space of weight

/!is a continuous image of a closed subset of 2^ ([En, Theorem 3.2.2]),(c) =≫

(a) and (c) => (d) holds. Besides, 7t%(x,[0,lf)>[i for every jte[0,l]/',so we

obtain (d) => (e). Finally, (e) => (c) is a consequence of [J, Theorem 3.18]. ■

Observe thatTheorems 6.1, 8.3, 8.5 and 8.6 are trivialif we put %ft instead

of i} in each condition.
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